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Description 
The content of the viral envelope is currently considered to only include the viral genome. 

However, our collaborators at the Delft Technical University have isolated  and sequenced 

non-genomic RNA from bacteriophage capsids, demonstrating the encapsulation of RNA in 

addition to the viral genome. 

Encapsulation of RNA within the capsid could allow for the transfer of RNA from the original 

host into a newly infected host, which could potentially have major effects for the host 

physiology and phage infection process.  

Current data is available from two bacteriophages (and their host) and new datasets will 

become available I the near future.  At SSB we have developed a pipeline for the annotation 

of RNA originating from bacteriophages and their bacterial hosts. This pipeline has suggested 

a major role for host-derived tRNA-derived stress-induced RNA (tiRNA).   

tiRNA are an RNA species generally associated with the cellular stress response that have 

only recently been discovered. They have been associated to modulation of stress response 

but they have not been widely studied and their  is possible role during phage invasion remains 

unclear (Xu 2018; Shen 2018).  In addition, the datasets have not yet been fully analyzed or 

explored.  The main research question pertains the role of these encapsulated RNA fragments 

during phage infection and the mechanisms leading to selective recruitment.  
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